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Metastability and lattice relaxation for D0 and D2 donor centers
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Properties of strongly localized one-electron (D0) and two-electron (D2) donor centers in semiconducting
compounds are studied with the help of the theoretical approach, which takes into account the influence of the
conduction-band states and interactions with LA and LO phonons. The eigenvalue problem has been solved for
the ground states of both the centers by the variational method in the wave-vector space. The description is
given of the properties of theD0 andD2 donor centers in GaAs under hydrostatic pressure. The calculated
energy levels and pressure coefficients agree with the experimental results. Upper and lower bounds have been
obtained for probabilities of radiative transitions from the extended electron states to the strongly localizedD2

donor states. A large reduction received for these transition probabilities has been interpreted in terms of
metastability of the donor centers. It is shown that the metastable behavior of donor centers results from a large
difference in a lattice deformation around the center, which occurs between the states of different electron
localization. It is found that theD2 center at the substitutional position in GaAs exhibits the properties that are
characteristic for theDX center. The phonon representation of lattice vibrations has been applied to calculate
the displacements from equilibrium positions of the ions surrounding the donor centers of different charge and
localization. The results show that—even for the strongly localized donor state—the surrounding-lattice de-
formation encompasses a large number of ions. The number of ions that essentially contribute to the lattice
relaxation energy is estimated to be several thousand. The present work takes into account the long-range
component of the lattice deformation induced by the presence of the impurity in a crystal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental1–6 and theoretical7–10 studies of donor cen
ters in compound semiconductors have led to an identifi
tion of four types of donor states created on the same im
rity atom at the substitutional site. These are the neutral~one-
electron! donor centers of strong (D0) and weak (d0)
electron localization and the negatively charged~two-
electron! donor centers of strong (D2) and weak (d2) elec-
tron localization. For the strongly localized donor states (D0

and D2), the electron envelope wave function is confin
within the unit cell, in which the impurity center is locate
i.e., its Fourier transform is spread over the entire Brillou
zone. For the weakly localized states (d0 andd2), the enve-
lope function is spread over many unit cells around the
purity atom, i.e., its Fourier transform is localized in th
Brillouin zone near thek point, which corresponds to
conduction-band minimum. The strongly localized don
states are created by the short-range component of
impurity-center potential, which mainly results from the d
ference in the atomic cores of the impurity and host crys
atoms. The weakly localized donor states result from an
tion of the long-range ~Coulomb! component of the
impurity-center potential, which arises due to the differe
nucleus charges of the impurity and host crystal atoms.
donor states of weak electron localization can be descr
by the effective-mass approximation. In III-V compound
they can be treated as solid-state analogs of hydrogen a
and ions with the properties slightly modified by th
electron-phonon coupling. In II-VI and other more ion
compounds, the modification of the properties of the do
centers by the electron-LO phonon interaction becomes
570163-1829/98/57~23!/14729~10!/$15.00
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sential and the weakly localized centers are described by
bound-polaron model.11,12New physics is connected with th
unusual properties of strongly localized donor centers.
the neutral donor centers, the anomalous anticrossing
tween energy levels@GaAs ~Ref. 1!, InSb ~Ref. 13!# and
metastability@CdF2 ~Ref. 2!# have been found. The nega
tively charged donor centers are responsible for the unu
DX-like properties observed in GaAs,4,5 Al xGa1-xAs,14

CdTe,15 and CdxMn1-xTe.16 The metastable occupation o
the donor centers by the electrons has recently found
applications in a holographic recording, which was p
formed with CdF2 ~Ref. 17! crystals and AlxGa1-xAs ~Ref. 18
alloys.

The metastable behavior was observed forDX centers in
GaAs ~Refs. 4 and 5! under high hydrostatic pressure. Th
coexistence of theDX center with nonmetastable strong
localized donor centersD0 has been found for Ge donors i
GaAs ~Ref. 19! and Si donors in AlxGa1-xAs.20 The most
important characteristics of theDX centers are the large lat
tice relaxation and negative charge state.7,8,21 Among many
models proposed in order to explain the behavior of theDX
center, the following two models are of the subject of o
interest. The first model proposed by Chadi and Chang7,21 is
based on the bond-breaking mechanism, according to w
the chemical bonding between the donor and host-lattice
oms is broken and the donor moves into the interstitial po
tion leaving the vacancy. The stability of such a vacan
interstitial configuration is achieved by the binding of tw
electrons on the donor center. The second model propo
by Chadi22 assumes the substitutional position of the don
center, which binds two electrons. The large lattice rel
ation of breathing-mode type, which surrounds the cente
14 729 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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14 730 57S. BEDNAREK AND J. ADAMOWSKI
responsible for their metastable behavior. In both the mod
the formation of negatively charged two-electron centers
involved in either interstitial7,21 or substitutional position.22

However, none of the existing models of theDX center
describes—within the same formalism—the donor states
weak electron localization, i.e.,d0 andd2 centers, for which
the effective-mass approximation has to be applied. Usua
the weakly and strongly localized donor states are treate
the different approaches. After the experimen
observation3–5,19 of the coexistingd0, D0, and D2 donor
centers in GaAs, the problem of unified theoretic
description23–26 of the donor centers of different charge a
localization appeared to be important.

For the one-electron (d0 and D0) donor centers, we
elaborated23,24,26 the theoretical method of a description
the states with arbitrary electron localization. This approa
allowed us to explain the metastability of donor states
CdF2 ~Ref. 23! and anomalous anticrossing between the
nor energy levels in GaAs.24,26 We have shown that thes
properties result from the electron-phonon couplin
whereby in CdF2 the polar Fro¨hlich coupling with LO
phonons dominates and in GaAs the deformation-poten
coupling with LA phonons is of crucial importance. Th
phonon states corresponding to the weakly and strongly
calized one-electron donor centers are different, which le
to the reduction of the probability of radiative transitio
between them. If the coupling with phonons is stro
enough, as in CdF2, the transition probability is very smal
which causes the electron states of higher energy to be
cupied for a long time; i.e., the extended electron states
metastable with respect to theD0 state of the lower energy
This result is in agreement with the observed metastable
havior of the In donor in CdF2.

2 We suggested26,27 that the
mechanism of the metastability of theDX centers in GaAs is
similar to that responsible for the metastable behavior of
D0 donor centers.23 The essence of this mechanism relies
the different lattice deformations between the donor state
different localization. The present paper provides the
proof of this hypothesis.

This paper mainly addresses the problem of the do
centers in GaAs. Moreover, the proposed method is also
plicable to other materials. The paper is organized as
lows. In Sec. II, we present the theory ofD2 donor centers,
which is a generalization of our approach26 for D0 donor
centers. The results for the energy levels, pressure co
cients, and transition probabilities are presented in Sec.
In Sec. IV, we describe our proposition for a description o
lattice deformation around the donor center in the frame
the phonon representation of lattice vibrations and pres
the results of calculations. Section VI includes the discuss
of the results and Sec. VII is conclusions.

II. THEORY OF D2 DONOR CENTERS

We start with the Hamiltonian of the two-electron don
center, which interacts with LA and LO phonons,

H5H01Hel-el1Hel-ph1Hel-d1Hd-ph. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, the first term is the Hamiltonian of noninteractin
electrons and phonons and has the form26
ls,
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H05(
ks

Ek
cbks

† bks1(
qn

\vqnaqn
† aqn , ~2!

wherebks
† (bks) is the creation~annihilation! operator of the

conduction-band Bloch state of the electron with the ene
Ek

c , wave vectork, and spins ~we denote by↑ and ↓ the
states with spin-up and spin-down, respectively!, aqn

† (aqn) is
the creation~annihilation! operator of the phonon state wit
the energy\vqn , wave vectorq, and branch indexn, where
n5LA and LO for longitudinal acoustic and longitudinal op
tical phonons, respectively. The second through the fi
terms in Eq.~1! are the Hamiltonians describing the intera
tions between the electrons,

Hel-el5 (
kk8qss8

Uqbk1qs
† bk82qs8

† bk8s8bks , ~3!

electrons and phonons,

Hel-ph5 (
kqsn

~Fqnaqnbk1qs
† bks1H.c.!, ~4!

electrons and the donor center,

Hel-d5 (
kk8s

Vkk8bks
† bk8s , ~5!

and phonons and the donor center,

Hd-ph5(
qn

~Wqnaqn1H.c.!. ~6!

The electron-electron interaction@Eq. ~3!# is assumed to be
the Coulomb interaction screened by the high-frequency
electric constant«` , i.e.,

Uq5Uq
0/«` , ~7!

where

Uq
054pe2/Vq2 ~8!

is the potential energy of the bare Coulomb interaction in
wave-vector space andV is the crystal volume. In Eq.~5!,
Vkk85Vk2k8

C
1Vkk8

S is the matrix element of the potential en
ergy of the electron in the donor-center field, which consi
of the long-range~Coulomb! component

Vk2k8
C

52Uk2k8
0 /«` ~9!

and short-range~‘‘central-cell’’ ! component:Vkk8
S . In Eqs.

~4! and~6!, Fqn andWqn are the electron-phonon and dono
phonon interaction amplitudes, respectively. We assume
deformation-potential interaction for LA phonons and po
Fröhlich interaction for LO phonons.26

The separation of the donor-phonon interaction is the fi
step of calculations. This is done with the help of the Pla
man transformation28

UP5expF(
qn

~2Wqn* /\vqn!aqn
† 2H.c.G , ~10!

which transforms Hamiltonian~1! into
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H̄5H01Hel-el1Hel-ph1H̄el-d1Sd . ~11!

The Platzman transformation generates the constant
energy term

Sd52(
qn

uWqnu2/\vqn , ~12!

which can be interpreted as the energy of the static lat
deformation around the ionized, i.e., positively charged,
nor center. This constant term in Hamiltonian~11! shifts all
the electronic energy levels by the same value, which is la
in comparison with the donor binding energy, e.g., for GaA
the contribution of LA phonons toSd is estimated to be 600
meV, and that of LO phonons.80 meV, while the donor
Rydberg is.5 meV. Throughout this paper, we discuss t
relative energy separations; therefore, we neglectSd , which
is independent of the electron state. However, this term p
an important role in a treatment of the total energy of
system.

Transformation~10! also changes the electron-donor i
teraction. The new electron-donor potential can be split i
two components,26

V̄kk85V̄k2k8
C

1V̄kk8
S . ~13!

The short-range componentV̄kk8
S contains the previously in-

troduced ‘‘central-cell’’ potential and short-range potent
resulting from the coupling with LA phonons.26 We approxi-
mate V̄kk8

S by a constant in the wave-vector space.26 The
long-range component takes on the form of the Coulo
potential screened by the static dielectric constant, i.e.,

V̄q
C52Uq

0/«0 . ~14!

The result of the Platzman transformation@cf. Eqs. ~1! and
~11!# possesses the following physical interpretation. Bef
this transformation, the long-range component (Vk2k8

C ) of the
donor potential in Eq.~5! is the Coulomb potential screene
by the high-frequency dielectric constant«` , @Eq. ~9!# i.e.,
by the valence electrons. The additional screening of
interaction appears as the result of the polar coupling w
LO phonons and is manifested as the change of the diele
constant, i.e.,«`→«0. However, this additional screenin
does not occur in the electron-electron interaction, si
transformation~10! is independent of the electronic coord
nates. The phonon-mediated screening of the elect
electron interaction will result from further calculations. Th
remark is important because in some papers29–31 on theD2

center the screening of the electron-electron interaction
the static dielectric constant was introduced already in
starting Hamiltonian, in which the electron-phonon coupli
was additionally taken into account. Such a treatment tw
takes into account the corresponding correction to the in
action. This problem was correctly treated in Refs. 12 a
32.

We solve the eigenvalue problem for the ground state
the system described by Hamiltonian~11! by the variational
method. For the one-electron donor states, we apply the
state vectors26
lf-
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uC0&5(
k

wk
0bk↑

† u0&elux0&, ~15!

and—for the two-electron singlet states—we propose the
lowing trial state:

uC2&5(
kk8

wk↑
2 wk8↓

2 bk↑
† bk8↓

† u0&elux2&. ~16!

In Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, u0&el denotes the electron vacuum
state, which corresponds to an empty conduction band
fully occupied valence band. Eq.~16! corresponds to the
Hartree-Fock approximation, according to which t
electron-electron correlation is neglected.

The phonon states, which are associated with the do
charge statesa, are taken on in the form

uxa&5expS (
qn

gqn
a aqn

† 2H.c.D u0&ph, ~17!

where we label the neutral and negatively charged dono
a50,2, respectively, andu0&ph is the phonon vacuum state
In Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, the sums run over the first Brillouin
zone. In order to perform the calculations, we replace th
summations by the integrations over the Debye sphere.24,26

The functionswks
a are the electron wave functions in th

wave vector space. They are proposed in the form24,26

wk
a5

Na

~k21la
2 !2

, ~18!

where Na are the normalization constants andla are the
variational parameters. If we performed the integration o
the infinite wave vector space, we would become the Fou
transform of Eq.~18!, which is proportional to the exponen
tial function: exp(2lar). Therefore, the variational param
eterla can be interpreted as a measure of a localization
the electron at the donor center in the statea.

The phonon amplitudesgqn
a are obtained from the mini-

mization of the expectation value of Hamiltonian~11! in the
corresponding state, i.e.,

dEa

dgqn
a*

50, ~19!

which for theD0 center yields

gqn
0 52~Fqn* /\vqn!rqs

0 ~20!

and for theD2 center –

gqs
2 52~Fqn* /\vqn!~rq↑

2 1rq↓
2 !, ~21!

where the one-electron probability densities are given by

rqs
a 5(

k
wks

a* wk1qs
a . ~22!

For the ground state of theD2 center, we obtain the follow-
ing variational estimate of the electronic energy:

E252T012V01V121W, ~23!
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14 732 57S. BEDNAREK AND J. ADAMOWSKI
where the expectation values of the conduction-band en
T0 and electron-donor center potential energyV0 are calcu-
lated in the same manner as for theD0 center.26 The third
term in Eq.~23! corresponds to the electron-electron intera
tion and has the form

V125(
q

Uqrq↑
2 rq↓

2 , ~24!

and the last term is given by

W5W↑
01W↓

01W12

52(
qn

~ uFqnu2/\vqn!@~rq↑
2 !21~rq↓

2 !212rq↑
2 rq↓

2 #.

~25!

In Eq. ~25!, we can separate out the corrections to the ene
of the electron in theD0 states (W↑

0 and W↓
0) and the

phonon-mediated contribution to the electron-electron in
action (W12). The contribution of LO phonons toW12 yields
the correction to the interelectron interaction in the form
the Coulomb potential, which is screened by the effect
dielectric constant«* , where 1/«* 51/«`21/«0. This results
from the following calculation:

2
uFqLOu2

\vqLO
5

4pe2

«* Vq2
5S 1

«`
2

1

«0
DUq

0 . ~26!

Substituting the expressions~25! and ~26! into Eq. ~23! and
introducing the ground-state energy ofD0 center:E05T0

1V01W↑
0 , which is calculated according to Ref. 26, we o

tain

E252E01V̄1222(
q

~ uFqLAu2/\vqLA !rq↑
2 rq↓

2 , ~27!

where the effective screened electron-electron interac
takes the form

V̄125V121W125
1

«0
(

q
Uq

0rq↑
2 rq↓

2 . ~28!

Let us notice that the electron-electron interaction is scree
by the static dielectric constant«0 and this screening ap
peared just at this stage of calculus. The last term in Eq.~27!
describes the short-range attractive electron-electron po
tial, which results from the exchange of virtual LA phonon

III. ENERGY LEVELS AND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

The approach presented in Sec. II has been applied to
calculation of energy levels of the donor centers in GaAs
functions of the hydrostatic pressure~Fig. 1!. The analytic
form of the conduction band and the electron-phonon in
action amplitudes are taken on according to Ref. 26. T
energy level associated with the ground state of the wea
localizedd0 center lies slightly below theG conduction-band
minimum and follows its pressure change. At the ambi
pressure, the separation between theG minimum andd0

ground-state energy level is about one donor Rydberg,
.5 meV. The ground-state energy level of the weakly loc
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izedd2 state~not shown in Fig. 1! is located at about 5% o
the donor Rydberg below thed0 level and also follows the
pressure evolution of theG minimum. The energy levels o
the strongly localized donor centers (D0 andD2) are almost
pressure independent, since the applied hydrostatic pres
possesses a very weak influence on the states with the
tron localization within the elementary cell. This property
correctly reproduced by the results of the present calculat
In Fig. 1, the solid curve shows the ground-state ene
(E2) of theD2 state and the dashed curve shows the ene
(E01EG) of the ionized two-electron state, i.e., the syste
composed of one electron in the strongly localizedD0 state
and the second in theG conduction-band minimum. One
should note that Fig. 1 shows the energy of two-elect
states calculated per one electron, i.e., half of the total
ergy.

The results shown in Fig. 1 have been obtained with
use of one-element trial states@Eqs. ~15! and ~16!#, which
provide the variational estimates only for the ground state
the considered donor centers. Therefore, the correct u
bounds are shown by the parts of the curves that corresp
to the lowest energy. For theD0 state, the correspondin
range of pressure isp> 9 kbar, while for theD2 center, the
range isp> 19 kbar. This last interval of pressure resu
from the condition

E2<E01EG. ~29!

For the lower values of pressure, the corresponding curve
Fig. 1 can be treated as the extrapolations. The results of
1 show that the negatively chargedD2 center is the ground
state of the system forp> 19 kbar, which is consistent with
the experimental data.19 We also see that forp> 15 kbar the
following reaction is exothermic:

2d0→d11D2, ~30!

which means the negative-U behavior of the donor centers.22

FIG. 1. Calculated ground-state energy per one electron for
D2 ~solid curve! andd0 ~dotted curve! Ge-donor centers in GaAs
as functions of hydrostatic pressure. Dash-dotted curve shows
energy of theeG electron in theG conduction-band minimum and
dashed curve shows the sum of the ground-state energy ofD0 cen-
ter andeG electron.
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At the ambient pressure, both the strongly localized sta
D0 andD2 are resonant with the conduction band~Fig. 1!.
The corresponding energy levels are located at 75 and
meV above the conduction-band minimum. We note t
Fig. 1 displays half of the energy for the (D01eG) system,
for which EG50 atp50. These calculated values agree w
the experimental data~i.e., 66 and 105 meV! for the Ge
donor impurity in GaAs.4,5 The calculated pressure coeffi
cients ~with respect to the conduction-band minimum! are
nearly equal to each other for both the centers. The va
~29 meV/kbar! obtained in the present paper also agre
with the experimental results, which are estimated to
28.6 meV/kbar for theD0 center1,5 and210 meV/kbar for
D2 center.5 According to Fig. 1, theD2 energy level enters
the gap forp.13 kbar, which is consistent with the exper
ment for Ge donor.19 The present results have been obtain
in the frame of the one-band approximation, which takes i
account the nonparabolicity and finite width of the condu
tion band.26 We neglect the effect of the subsidiary minim
at X and L points of the Brillouin zone of GaAs. This i
justified by the fact that, in the interval of pressurep,25
kbar, the properties of the considered shallow-level do
centers are insensitive to theX andL conduction-band state
because these minima lie high above theG minimum (EG

5EX only for p.40 kbar!. The pressure dependence of t
parameters of the present model has been discussed in
26.

In our previous paper,26 we discussed the reduction of th
probability of radiative transitions for theD0 states, which
results from the large difference in the lattice deformat
between the donor states of different localization. In this
per, we consider theD2 states, for which this difference o
the lattice deformation is considerably increased, which
sults from the fact that the phonon amplitude@Eq. ~21!# for
the two-electron state is about two times larger than that
the one-electronD0 state@Eq. ~20!#. Therefore, the probabil
ity of the dipole-allowed transitions from the weakly loca
ized 2p state of thed0 center to the strongly localized groun
state of theD2 center is further reduced. Using the meth
proposed,26 we have estimated the phonon factorPph of the
transition probability. Figure 2 shows the upper and low
bounds onPph for GaAs as functions of the energy sepa
tion DE between the initial state~2p state of the weakly
localized d0 center! and one of the ground states of th
strongly localizedD0 andD2 centers. The upper bound a
lows us to draw conclusions about the appearance of
metastability, while the lower bound allows us to draw co
clusions about the disappearance of this effect. Conside
the radiative transitions to the ground state of theD2 center,
we see that for the small energy separationDE the transition
probability is reduced by the phonon factor 10217. The tran-
sition probability increases with increasingDE and reaches
the value 10210 for DE.120 meV. A comparison of the
results of Figs. 1 and 2 leads to the conclusion that in Ga
the metastability related with theD2 center can occur at th
hydrostatic pressure larger than about 15 kbar. The resul
Fig. 2 have been obtained under the assumption that the
ergy of theD2 state is smaller than that of the weakly loca
ized states. Very similar results can be obtained if the
tended conduction-band states are the initial states for
considered transitions, since these states have energie
s
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localizations that only slightly differ from those of th
weakly localized donor states. This means that the exten
electron states of either the conduction band or weakly lo
ized donors are metastable with respect to the strongly lo
ized D2 state of the lower energy. Therefore, the electro
can occupy the extended states for a long time before t
are trapped by the donor centers. This provides an expla
tion of the persistent photoconductivity observed in Ga
under high hydrostatic pressure.33 Similarly, after occupying
the D2 centers by the electrons and reducing the press
which results in a shift of theD2 energy level above the
conduction-band minimum, the electrons will occupy theD2

state for a long time too. In this case, theD2 states are
metastable with respect to the extended electron states.

IV. LATTICE DEFORMATION
AROUND DONOR CENTERS

The characteristic properties ofD0 andD2 donor centers
mainly result from the different lattice deformation asso
ated with these centers. In Secs. II and III, these deform
tions were described with the help of phonon states~17!,
which are dependent on the charge state of the impu
Having at disposal the phonon states@Eq. ~17!#, we can
transform the lattice vibrations from the phonon represen
tion into the configuration-space representation, which w
allow us to obtain displacements of ions from equilibriu
positions. We consider the zinc-blende crystal withN el-
ementary cells and lattice vectorsRn . Each elementary cel
consists of the two ions located att150 and t2
5(a/4)(1,1,1), wherea is the lattice constant. We assum
that the impurity atom substitutes the ion at the origin of t
coordinate system. The operator of the displacement of
host-crystal ion from the equilibrium positionRns5Rn1ts
is given by

FIG. 2. Phonon factorPph of the probability of radiative transi-
tions from the initial state~2p state ofd0 center! into the final states
~ground states ofD0 andD2 centers! in GaAs as functions of the
energy differenceDE between the initial and final states. Sol
~dotted! curve shows the upper~lower! bound on thePph for theD2

final state, dashed~dash-dotted! curve shows the correspondin
bounds for theD0 final state.
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uns5(
qn

S \

2NMsvqn
D 1/2

@eqn
s aqnexp~ iq•Rns!1H.c.#,

~31!

whereMs are the masses of the ions andeqn
s are the polar-

ization vectors, which are taken on in the long-wavelen
forms, i.e.,

eqLA
s 5 i S Ms

M11M2
D 1/2 q

uqu
exp~ iq•ts! ~32!

and

eqLO
s 5~21!sF M1M2

~M11M2!Ms
G1/2 q

uqu
exp~ iq•ts!. ~33!

In this section, we apply the interaction picture, which
commonly used in the phonon representation of lattice vib
tions. This means that the phonon operators explicitly
pend on the time, i.e.,

daqn /dt52 ivqnaqn . ~34!

Therefore, we can introduce the operator of the velocity
the ion, i.e.,duns /dt, and calculate the kinetic energy of th
ions, which consists of the sum of the following expectati
values:

Ms

2 K xaUS d

dt
unsD 2UxaL 5

1

4N(
qn

\vqnueqn
s u2. ~35!

According to Eq.~35!, the kinetic energy of the ions is inde
pendent of the donor statea, which means that atT50 this
energy contributes to the zero-point vibrations only. The
fore, the different energetic contributions for the differe
donor charge statesa originate from the static lattice defor
mation, i.e., the displacements of the ions from their init
equilibrium positions. We can calculate these displaceme
as the expectation values of operators~31! in phonon states
~17!. Since we have taken into account the dominant in
actions with the longitudinal phonons, the calculated latt
deformation results from these interactions only. Therefo
the longitudinal displacements of the ions, i.e.,

Lns
a 5^xauuns•Rnsuxa&/uRnsu ~36!

correspond to the main contribution to the deformation.
We attach the ionized-donor centerd1 to the present

treatment. The lattice deformation around thed1 center is
described by the Platzman transformation@Eq. ~10!#. There-
fore, the phonon-state vector for thed1 center has the form

ux1&5UPu0&ph ~37!

and determines the host-crystal ion positions with respec
the ideal-crystal lattice~phonon vacuum state!. According to
Eq. ~10!, the phonon amplitudes for thed1 center are given
by

gqn
1 52Wqn* /\vqn , ~38!

i.e., they depend on the amplitudesWqn of the interaction of
the donor center with phonons. We assume the follow
long-wavelength approximation for these amplitudes:Wqn

52Fqn , which allows us to describe correctly the lon
h

-
-

f

-
t

l
ts

r-
e
,

to

g

range part of the lattice deformation. This approximation
well justified for the polar coupling with LO phonons, whic
changes the sign when changing the negative electron ch
to the positive charge of the donor center. The calculated
displacements around thed1 center in GaAs are given in
Fig. 3. The shifts are the largest for the nearest-neigh
ions; however, they do not exceed 1.5% of the lattice c
stant. For the weakly localizedd0 andd2 states, the lattice
deformations are similar to those shown in Fig. 3 becaus
the delocalized character of the electronic charge in th
states, which is neutralized at large distances~in GaAs, the
donor Bohr radius is about 100 Å!. Due to the approximation
used for the donor-phonon interaction amplitude, the res
of Fig. 3 possess mainly a qualitative character and are u
as a reference for the shifts of ions obtained in further c
culations~Figs. 4 and 5!.

The static lattice deformation around thed1 center~Fig.
3! can be decomposed into the long- and short-range c
ponents. The long-range component is mainly induced by
long-range coupling with LO phonons, i.e., it corresponds
the dipole polarization field of the surrounding lattice, and
responsible for the additional screening of the Coulomb
tential of the donor center, which leads to the change of
high-frequency dielectric constant«` to the static dielectric
constant«0 @cf. the remark below Eq.~14!#. The results of
Fig. 3 show the origin of this screening. The second com
nent of the range of about one lattice constant~Fig. 3! results
from the short-range coupling with LA phonons and yiel
the short-range correction to the donor potential, which
been included into the termV̄kk8

S @Eq. ~13!#.
Now, we consider the relative displacements of the io

around theD0 andD2 centers with respect to those for th
d1 center~or the centersd0 andd2 of weak electron local-
ization!. These relative displacements are determined by
electron-phonon interaction amplitudes, which are kno
better than the donor-phonon interaction amplitudes. The
fore, these results should be correct as well quantitativ
Using the phonon amplitudes given by Eq.~20! for the D0

center and by Eq.~21! for theD2, we have calculated the ion

FIG. 3. Longitudinal displacements of ionsL5Lns
1 from equi-

librium positions around thed1 center vs the ion-donor center dis
tance for Ge impurity in GaAs. Squares correspond to anio
circles to cations. Solid lines are guides for the eye. The lat
constanta is the unit of length.
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displacements around both the centers. The results are
played in Fig. 4, which shows that the lattice deformati
around the neutralD0 center is smaller than that for th
negatively chargedD2 center. The results in Figs. 3 and
indicate that the crystal lattice exhibits an inward relaxat
for the d1 center and an outward relative relaxation for t
D0 andD2 centers. Figure 4 shows that the dependence
the ion displacements on the distance from the donor ce
possess the forms of vanishing oscillations. A distinct dev
tion from a breathing-mode character of the lattice deform
tion results from an influence of LO phonons.

The range of the local lattice deformation is an importa
quantity, which allows us to determine the main contributi
of the displaced ions to the total energy of the system. Si
the energetic contributions of both the LA and LO phon

FIG. 4. Relative longitudinal displacements of ionsDL5Lns
a

2Lns
1 around theD0 (a50, full symbols! and D2 (a52, open

symbols! centers determined with respect to those for thed1 center
vs the ion-donor center distanceR for Ge impurity in GaAs.
Squares correspond to anions, circles to cations. Solid lines
guides for the eye. The lattice constanta is the unit of length.

FIG. 5. Product of the longitudinal-acoustic componentDL of
the relative displacements of ions by the square of the ion-do
center distanceR vs R. Solid ~dashed! curve corresponds to theD2

(D0) center in GaAs.a is the lattice constant.
is-

n

of
ter
-
-

t

e

branches are additive, we can treat them separately. In
following—for an illustration only—we will discuss the
breathing-mode relaxation, which is determined by the
phonons. Figure 5 shows the product of the LA compon
of the ion displacements by the square of the distance of
ion from the donor center, which allows us to determine
rate of decay of the amplitudes of these displacements.
nonvanishing oscillations obtained for both the centers~Fig.
5! mean that the corresponding shifts of ions are invers
proportional to the square of the ion-donor center distan
We have found27 that the envelope of the relative ion dis
placements can be parametrized by a function 0.0084R22 ~in
the lattice-constant units!, which proves the long-range cha
acter of the lattice deformation around the donor center.
mention that due to the long-wavelength approximations
plied to the electron-phonon interaction amplitudes and
larization vectors, the calculated ion displacements are
rect at large distances from the donor center. The result
Figs. 4 and 5 for the nearest-neighbor ions should be
garded as qualitative.

The present results permit us to determine the range of
lattice deformation, which yields the major contribution
the lattice-relaxation energy. For this purpose, we estim
the elastic energy of the deformed lattice inside the sph
with the center at the impurity atom and the radiusR. As-
suming the elastic energy to be proportional to the squar
the ion displacement and using theR22 dependence for thes
displacements, we receive theR24 dependence of the relax
ation energy of the ions on the ion-donor center distan
The number of ions at the distanceR from the donor center is
proportional toR2. Thus, after summing up the contribution
from all the ions, we obtain the total lattice-relaxation ener
varying like R21. This result once again proves that the la
tice deformation around the strongly localized donor cent
possesses the long-range character. Therefore, the large
tribution to the lattice-relaxation energy originates from t
ions, which are quite remote from the donor center. The c
responding ion-donor separations several times exceed
nearest-neighbor interatomic distance. We have estimat27

the range of the lattice deformation, which gives the essen
energetic contribution to the lattice relaxation, to be 3–4 l
tice constants. Therefore, the corresponding region of cry
contains several thousands of ions.

V. DISCUSSION

Before we discuss the results, we comment on the
proximations used in the present work. The majority of the
approximations was thoroughly discussed in our previo
paper.26 Therefore, we confine ourselves to the approxim
tions, which are characteristic for the two-electron syste
They are related with the electron-electron correlation a
the screening of Coulomb potentials by valence electron

As mentioned below Eq.~16!, the Hartree-Fock-type elec
tronic trial wave function proposed in the present paper
theD2 center does not include the electron-electron corre
tion. It is well known that—for the H- ion and for the hydro-
genlike weakly localizedd2 center—the incorporation of the
correlation into the variational wave function leads to t
substantial improvement of the variational upper bounds
the ground-state energy. For the two-electron atoms
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ions,34 the absolute value of the correlation energy slow
increases with the increasing electron localization. Howe
the relative contribution of the correlation energy to t
ground-state energy rapidly decreases with the localizatio34

As a result, already for the He atom, the Hartree-Fock
proximation yields a fairly good estimate of the ground-st
energy. For the strongly localizedD2 center, the dominating
contributions to the ground-state energy originate from
kinetic energy~band energy!, the short-range potential, an
the direct Coulomb~Hartree! energy. Taking into account th
correlation would slightly improve the present upper boun
for the energy, but will not change our results substantia
and will not affect our conclusions.

In Sec. II, we have assumed@cf. Eqs. ~7! and ~9!#
that—for the Bloch electrons—the electron-electron a
electron-donor Coulomb interactions are screened by
high-frequency dielectric constant«` , which is the simplest
approximation for the dielectric function. When discussi
the problem of screening in the real space, we can cons
the average electron-donor and electron-electron separat
i.e., ^r 1& and ^r 12&, respectively, as relevant auxiliary qua
tities. We have estimated these separations for theD2

ground state. The results are the following:^r 1&53.5aB
50.33a and^r 12&58.6aB50.81a, whereaB is the hydrogen
Bohr radius anda is the lattice constant of GaAs. This mea
that the two-electron wave function is spread over the u
cell, which consists of several atoms and several tens of
lence electrons. Therefore, the screening of the Coulomb
teractions by the valence electrons should be significant e
for the strongly localizedD2 center.

The results presented in Secs. III and IV have been
tained for the donor center located at the substitutional sit
the crystal lattice. The calculated positions of energy lev
and pressure coefficients agree with those measured4,5 for the
Ge-doped GaAs under the hydrostatic pressure. We have
tained the large reduction of the probability of radiative tra
sitions from the extended electron states to the strongly
calized D2 states of the lower energy. This result can
interpreted as a proof of the metastability of the delocaliz
~conduction-band! and weakly localized electron states wi
respect to the strongly localized electron states, which co
spond to the electrons bound in the ground state of theD2

center. Therefore, the electrons can occupy the conduc
band for a long time, before they are trapped at the locali
impurity centers, which explains the persistent photocond
tivity observed in GaAs.33 All these results are compatibl
with those attributed to theDX center in GaAs under the
hydrostatic pressure. This allows us to conclude that
observed4,5 DX-type behavior can be explained as resulti
from the formation of the strongly localizedD2 donor cen-
ters at the substitutional position with the surrounding latt
deformation.

Several groups of authors8,10,21,35 performed the total-
energyab initio calculations for theDX center and found
two minima of the total energy, which correspond to theD2

center located at the substitutional position and interst
position. According to the results of Da¸browski and
Scheffler8 and Chadiet al.21 the first position corresponds t
the local minimum and the second to the global one. Th
results give support to the bond-breaking mechanism7,9 of
the formation ofDX centers. This mechanism leads to
r,
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creation of a vacancy-interstitial defect pair, which is sta
lized by the binding of two electrons on the impurity cent
at the interstitial position. Recently, Schmidtet al.10 obtained
the different arrangement of total-energy minima for t
negatively charged Ge and Si centers in GaAs, namely,
global minimum at the substitutional position and the loc
one at the interstitial position. The authors10 pointed out that
the opposite result received in Ref. 8 resulted from a
small number ofk points used in the Brillouin-zone summa
tion. We mention that Chadi, the main inventor of the bon
breaking mechanism, also analyzed22 the two atomic con-
figurations of the negatively chargedDX centers and found
that theD2 center at the substitutional site with the symm
ric breathing-mode relaxation can be responsible for
DX-like properties of the Sn, Se, and Te impurities
Al xGa1-xAs. This interpretation is consistent with the o
served coexistence of two differentDX-like centers in Te-
doped AlxGa1-xAs.36

The similar effects are observed for other donor impu
ties in GaAs under hydrostatic pressure. For example, Ma
et al.33 and Suskiet al.37 observed theDX-like properties for
Si, Sn, S, and Te donors. The experimental results33,37 differ
from those for the Ge donor merely by the values of ene
levels and pressure, at which the energy levels of
strongly localized states enter the energy gap. The pre
calculations have been performed for a Ge donor in Ga
for which the observed1 anticrossing between the energy le
els of D0 and d0 states enables us to determine the sho
range potential.26 The present approach applied to the oth
donors in GaAs should lead to the same qualitative resu

The microscopic structure of theDX center in
Al x Ga1-xAs has been experimentally studied by positro
annihilation spectroscopy.38 The authors38 argue that their
observations can be interpreted as resulting from the vaca
associated with theDX center, which would support the
vacancy-interstitial model7 of theDX center in Alx Ga1-xAs.
However, the change of the core-annihilation parameter
observed38 for Si donors only. Similar experiments pe
formed on the isocoric Ge impurity in GaAs or AlxGa1-xAs
would provide more decisive arguments for or against
substitutional position of theDX center.

In Sec. IV, we have presented the results for the latt
deformation induced by a donor center in a crystal. We h
shown that this deformation possesses the range of se
lattice constants and encompasses the large number of
The number of displaced ions that essentially contribute
the lattice-relaxation energy is estimated to be several th
sand. The total-energyab initio calculations8–10,21 include
only up to about 100 ions in a supercell. Based on the res
of Sec. IV, we argue that such supercells are too smal
correctly account for the total elastic energy of the latt
deformed by the presence of the donor impurity. So far, o
empirical methods allow us to study the clusters with lar
enough number of ions. For example, Cai and Song39 applied
the semiempirical approach to a description of metastab
of the neutral donor statesd0 andD0 associated with the In
donor in CdF2. The results39 agree with both the experimen
tal data2 and the results of our previous papers23,40 for the
metastable donor states in CdF2.

The present paper describes the lattice deformation in
phonon representation, which can be applied if the displa
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ments of the ions from the equilibrium positions are sm
Under this assumption, the present approach provides
correct description of the local lattice deformation around
impurity center. The shifts of the distant ions are alwa
small and can be described by the long-range componen
the lattice deformation obtained in Sec. IV. This means t
the present approach can be useful for a description of
long-range lattice deformation induced by any defect. In p
ticular, the displacements of the remote ions associated
the formation of the broken-bondDX configuration7 can also
be reproduced in the frame of the present method.

The phonon representation of the lattice deformation,
plied in the present paper, does not allow for a calculation
the energy of the defect with the broken-bond configurati
since the shift of the impurity atom into the interstitial pos
tion is not small as compared with the lattice constant.
cannot therefore answer the question of which position~sub-
stitutional or interstitial! the donor center possesses the low
energy. However, due to the large difference in the lo
lattice deformation between both the configurations, we
pect the coexistence of the two types ofD2 donor centers
~one at the substitutional position and the second at the
terstitial position!. This coexistence should occur indepe
dently of the sign of energy difference between both
states. Recently, Jia and Grimmeiss41 observed in
Al xGa1-xAs three donor states with metastable propert
According to the authors’ interpretation41 and the results of
the present paper, the two of them can be attributed to
D2 centers: one at the substitutional site and the secon
the interstitial site.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper~together with our previous paper26!
provides a unified theoretical method for a description
one-electron and two-electron shallow-level donor center
electron arbitrary localization. Our approach is based on
one-band approximation for the electrons and includes
interaction with LA and LO phonons, which allows us
describe the reaction of the crystal lattice on the presenc
impurity. The present theory can be helpful in a descript
of the four types of shallow-level donor states, i.e.,d0, D0,
d2, and D2, which are formed in semiconducting com
pounds on the impurity atoms of the same species. We h
applied our method to the description of the properties
donors in GaAs and CdF2.

26 In both these materials, th
metastable behavior of donors is observed. Our results a
us to give an explanation of this metastability. In the stron
polar CdF2, the interaction with the LO phonons is of cruci
importance and—already at the ambient pressure—lead
,
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the occurrence of metastability for the neutral donor sta
associated with Ga and In impurities. In the weakly po
GaAs, the deformation-potential interaction with L
phonons is responsible for the metastability. In this mater
the metastability appears at the high hydrostatic pressure
the negatively chargedD2 donor centers. According to th
present treatment, the metastability of both the donor cen
in both the materials results from the large difference of
lattice deformation around the donor center, which occ
between the states of different electron localization. The c
responding phonon states are also different; therefore,
overlap between them is very small, i.e., the dipole-ma
elements determining the transition probability are as w
very small. This means that the probability is considera
reduced for the radiative transitions from the delocaliz
state of the higher energy to the localized ground state of
system. This result is compatible with the metastable beh
ior of DX centers observed4,5 in Ge-doped GaAs under hig
hydrostatic pressure.

Using the phonon state vectors obtained from variatio
calculations for the donor states, we have calculated a di
bution of displacements from equilibrium positions for th
ions surrounding the donor center. The corresponding lat
relaxation involves both the LA and LO phonons, i.e.,
more complicated than the symmetric breathing-mode re
ation. The present paper shows that—even for the stron
localizedD0 andD2 donor states—the corresponding latti
deformations encompass a large number of ions around
impurity center. The number of ions that essentially contr
ute to the local lattice relaxation energy can reach sev
thousand. Such a large number of ions is out of the scop
the recent total-energyab initio calculations. To the best o
our knowledge, the present method is the only one that fu
takes into account the long-range lattice deformation aro
the donor center.

In summary, we can state that a certain consensus
been reached among different groups of authors studying
problem of the microscopic structure of theDX center in
GaAs; namely, the authors agree that this is the two-elec
center (D2), which is surrounded by the deformed cryst
lattice, which plays an essential role in any explanation
the DX-like properties. Based on the results of the pres
paper, we expect the coexistence of the two types ofD2

donor centers in GaAs: one at the substitutional site and
second at the interstitial site.
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